9.

CHARACTER AREAS

•

Preamble

•

This section of the appraisal looks primarily at the
relationships between the structures and the spaces,
their historic and current relationships, identifying
the main factors which characterise the area.

•

•
•

The conservation area covers a large geographical
area, with a number of separate features that have
historic interest for different reasons, such as the
industrial history and medieval history. For
simplicity, the conservation area has been split into
three areas;

•
•

•

Area 1 – Main Street in Middleton-by-Wirksworth
and its connected streets
Area 2 – The hamlet of Rise End
Area 3 – The High Peak Trail and the quarries and
lead mines in its vicinity

•

many gable-fronted buildings edge the road
or the pavement
the tallest buildings are located alongside the
road
the road alignment is made up of a series of
shallow curves, creating short range views &
changing vistas
generally small massing of buildings
clusters of close-knit buildings form
picturesque & interesting groups
narrow passages (ginnels) and lanes between
the buildings lead to further development
the density of development creates a hard,
urban environment, with few gardens &
trees
occasional gaps between buildings lead to
long vistas & glimpses of other buildings
where they exist, gardens are small & there
are only a few examples of houses with
gardens that front the street

The medieval pattern of building is preserved all
along the length of Main Street between the Nelson
Arms and the Village Hall and despite considerable
demolition during the 20th century, it is still a strong
characteristic of the streetscene.

Figure 10 is annotated with a series of symbols that
represent the main distinguishing elements of the
townscape. These symbols include landmarks and
prominent buildings, and the most important and
defining views. The principal or landmark buildings
or structures are identified in bold type in the text.

Main Street has the greatest concentration of good
quality buildings, many built to a high specification,
using good quality materials and details.

The omission of any particular building, feature,
view or space within this appraisal should not be
taken to imply that it is of no interest.

Many buildings have a prominent gable end facing
Main Street. The earliest medieval buildings would
have shared this form; detached, with a gable-end
facing the street and the principal frontage facing
south-east and extending into the site at 90 degrees
to the road. The need to build a narrow frontage
developed because of the narrow configuration of
the medieval building plot; access was needed from
the frontage to the rear of each property where the
outbuildings and smallholdings lay. Some of the
access paths are still preserved in the form of
narrow passages and lanes.

Area 1 - Main Street in Middleton-byWirksworth & its connected streets
Main Street forms the central spine of the
conservation area, with narrow streets and
footpaths merging at intervals along its length.
Although a large residential settlement, it once had
a core of commercial buildings providing services shops, pubs and small businesses - but these have
dwindled so that there is now only one pub within
the village and a post office. This main village
street was once intertwined with heavy industries,
features left from lead mining & quarrying, which
now form part of its landscape setting. A few
industrial sites remain but they are not intensively
used, compared with previous industrial uses, and
they are largely masked by a corridor of trees along
the lower part of Main Street between Middleton
and Rise End.

Over time, and with the growth of the local
population, buildings would have encroached into
the road further than their predecessors, creating an
extremely narrow, built-up road frontage. This is
best illustrated in early 20th century photographs,
which capture images of Middleton and its zigzagging road before Main Street was widened.
Many of these buildings appear to have been
ancillary farm buildings, workshops and barns but,
of those that have survived, most have been
converted into housing at some point in their life.
Some of this close-knit character was obliterated
when the road was widened in the early 1980s but

Summary of important features
The dense settlement pattern along Main Street has
a number of distinctive features, which it shares
with many medieval towns;
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Then & now - view down Main Street (Plate 14 - above) in
the late 19th century and the same view today (left)
There is also movement as gables alternate with
straight eaves. The west side of the street has a
much more consistent building line. A variety of
limestone and rendered properties, changing
rooflines and the lack of a single building alignment
on the east side of the street, as the buildings
descend the street, adds considerably to the
picturesque quality of the street, particularly
travelling from north to south.
even before that time there had been considerable
demolition as the County Surveyor had been
acquiring & demolishing buildings for the road
widening scheme over a long period.

The physical constraints of the geology have meant
that the west side of the street was built into the
hillside. The upper section of the street has some
large retaining walls providing added height for a
few buildings that are sited above the street. Some
of these contain cellars or vaulted rooms, accessible
from the street. This side of the street has no
pavement. Any gaps in the regular, built frontage
are largely made up with short sections of rubble
limestone boundary wall, creating an almost
seamless built-up frontage. The gaps that do occur,
therefore, are quite obvious, such as the entrance
drive to the bungalows (52 and 52a Main Street)
and gaps left by the demolition of buildings next to
No. 21 Main Street and No. 3 Sandy Hill. These
latter two examples now provide unusual glimpses
of the hillside and buildings at their rear.

Lack of available building land and high density
meant that properties were often rebuilt on the
same footprint as a predecessor. Examples include
No. 25 Main Street (rebuilt in 1896) and No. 47
Main Street, rebuilt in the early 20th century, and
the Wesleyan Chapel (rebuilt in 1874). Demands
for additional housing and buildings in the 20th
century, and up to the present day, have meant that
new buildings often continue on the same
alignment, either running at 90 degrees to the road
or deep into the back of the site.
As a result of widespread redevelopment over
many generations, the eastern frontage does not
follow a strict building line and it moves in and out.

A number of buildings are three-storey and form a
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Then & now - view looking north along Main Street (Plate 15 - left) in the early 20th century & the same view today (right)
grassy backdrop of the meadows to the north-west
and the giant spoil heap from the old Croft Mine
rise above the village. The lack of garden space for
the houses along this section of the street is a sharp
contrast with the open space on the steep slopes to
the west.
This open character would have
increased with the demolition of many of the
cottages that once lined the west side of the road.
The wider section of street opens up views of the
20th century housing which stretches to the east,
behind Main Street. The settlement funnels out at
The Green and the buildings surrounding The
Green are mostly detached, with a garden, each
presenting a strong frontage presence.

strong presence as they line the edge of the road.
The 3-storey buildings are more typical of towns
and are symptomatic of a lack of available space &
high-density building. The wedge-shaped end of
No. 16 Main Street, where it meets The Alley, is an
unusual and prominent focal point in views looking
downhill.
Where Nos. 14-16 Main Street
(Alexandra Buildings) meet Nos. 17 & 19 opposite,
they create a pinch-point and channel the views
through Main Street. Further up the street, there is
another pinch-point where the road narrows and
houses crowd together, where No. 48 meets No.
49. These are the two narrowest points on Main
Street and they help to channel and define the
views.
Below Nos. 17-19 Main Street, the views open out
to the south-east; gardens and allotments form a
soft contrast to the built-up frontage on the southwest side of the street. Views north and east across
the allotments and gardens lead to Chapel Lane &
as far as the ridge road, Duke Street. The open
character of the village at this point is also
reinforced by the presence of larger detached
buildings, some within their own spacious or
garden setting; Holy Trinity Church, Middleton
Primary School, and in the distance The Old
Vicarage. Looking in the opposite direction, from
the school, there are regular glimpses of the quarry
face at Middleton Mine rising behind the cottages
on Hillside.

View along Main St. now (above) & the same view in the
19th century (Plate 16 - below) with the stonemasons’ yard

Along the southern section of Main Street, trees
have self-set along the edges of the quarry and to
the east of the road they have been deliberately
planted to screen spoil heaps and modern industrial
development. The result is that the tree canopy
forms a strong presence in this part of the
conservation area. It has transformed the industrial
character of the settlement at this point into a
much greener, softer environment.
Above Nos. 14-16 Main Street, the presence of the
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the street a building can be seen perched at higher
level. Layers of houses are built into the hill,
squeezed into constricted spaces. Some are strung
out in short rows, following the contours, often
groups of individual buildings that were attached,
rather than purpose-built terraced blocks. The
form of the hillside leads to a great variety of views
of buildings, their fronts, sides, backs and roofs,
although architecturally there are no landmark
buildings. Many are distinctive for their form &
groupings, and their simple, traditional character,
rather than their detail.

View of the spoil heap at Old Croft Mine behind houses on
Main Street
Hillside, The Alley & Sandy Hill
The hillside to the south-west of Main Street has its
own distinct character, although it is almost
inseparable from Main Street as regular exchanges
of view and a network of paths / lanes connect
both areas. It is, and was, largely a residential area.
Roads are layered one above another on the steep
hillside. Long, narrow lanes & passages thread
their way across and up the hill, physically linking
Main Street with the hillside. Sandy Hill, The Alley
and Hillside are just three remnants of a large
network of lanes that once sprawled across this part
of the hill. The lanes and paths are lined by rubble
limestone boundary walls, with occasional gaps for
narrow gateways.

Layers of roofs on Hillside viewed from above
From the hillside there are important views from
the roads, looking over drystone boundary walls,
down onto and over the roofs of the buildings on
the levels below. The views extend far beyond Main
Street to the wooded hillsides on the edge of the
village & over to Black Rock in the distance. The
rock face has been softened with stone retaining
walls and narrow strips of gardens that cling to the
narrow terraces. Some of them are so difficult to
access that they have been left to grow wild. The
lack of any pavement and steep changes in
direction also contribute to a semi-rural character.
Hillside peters out and merges with the lead
workings around Croft Mine and the scrub and
regenerating hillside. The remains of footings of old
buildings can be identified, on occasion, on the
steep slopes above Hillside.

Sandy Hill is particularly charming as it is so
unspoilt, the narrow winding path, with its stone
setted surface, creates a series of interesting
enclosed views.

The Green
The Green has its own strong & separate identity.
It is the first space encountered on reaching
Middleton from the north but historically it was the
southern approach that was the most important
and the road from Main Street funnels out where it
meets The Green. The buildings are generally small
in scale but two of the oldest buildings in the
village, with the greatest massing, (1-3 New Road
and Nelson Arms) are located on The Green. The

Above left - Sandy Hill & above right - view over Main
Street from Hillside
There is a sense of the strong presence of the
hillside from Main Street because at every gap in
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Then & now - The north side of The Green in the late 19th century (Plate 17 - above left) and the same view today (right)
southern corner and replaced with a wide grass
verge, an unusual sight in Middleton. Within
Chapel Lane, buildings and boundary walls
immediately line the street and form a tight
enclosure. Houses front the north side of Chapel
Lane, facing south, whilst the oldest houses on the
opposite side generally face away from the street.
Chapel Lane opens out beyond No. 4 Chapel Lane,
a handsome limestone house and from here the
character changes.

evidence suggests that in the 17th century The
Green had a high status, but this seems to have
diminished over time, so that by the 19th century
the largest buildings were being sub-divided into
small cottages. The buildings surrounding the
northern and western sides of The Green, in
particular, follow a gentle curve; they largely face
into the space, sweep around the edge of the green
and contain the views. No. 15 The Green is a
prominent building, with a large gable-end facing
The Green. It seems at first rather unusual, as it
appears to jut into the road. However, there were at
one time three further buildings on the north side
of The Green that similarly encroached into the
road but these have been swept away over the
years, as part of improvements to road alignments.
The west wall of one of these, a large property
which sat behind the bus shelter, forms the tall
rubble limestone wall which lines New Road (see
Plate 17).
The Green was at one time a large space, which
would have been used as common grazing land.
However, it had become an urban space by the mid
18th century, when the large stone basin was erected
in the middle of the road. There was no sign of any
common grassland by this date. By the late 19th
century the “basin” or another semi-circular trough
had been moved to the north side of the space.

View along the narrow “neck” of Chapel Lane towards
Sandy Hill & Hillside

There are a number of interesting small buildings in
this area, such as the stonemasons yard near Main
Street, which provides a link with the old industries,
and a pair of privies integrated within an old rubble
limestone outbuilding, on The Fields.

Gradually, over time, the village green has
contracted, so that whilst it was once a single, large,
open public space, it is now a series of roads, access
drives & footpaths criss-crossing the space,
dominated by white lines, concrete kerbs &
measures to control traffic.

From the east end of Chapel Lane, alongside the
Congregational Chapel, and moving towards Main
Street, there are dramatic views of the quarry face at
Middleton Mine. On approaching Main Street from
this direction, the road narrows sharply and views
are channelled between the older cottages, some
possibly of 17th or 18th century origin, towards
Main Street and the hillside above. Small gaps
between the cottages and slight variations in the

Chapel Lane
Chapel Lane has a narrow “neck” where it meets
Main Street. This constricted entrance was once
even narrower, but it has been enlarged and given a
grass verge by the demolition of a building on the
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A small group of buildings located just off this lane
forms a “micro-hamlet” (Nos. 4-6 The Fields),
which appears to have been opportunistically
developed on the lower slopes of a spoil heap
belonging to an old lead mine. No. 4 The Fields is a
solitary, single-bay cottage, the only surviving part
of a terraced row of workers cottages.

boundary alignments create a multiple, facetted
townscape and emphasise the dense pattern of
building.
Between 4 Chapel Lane and the Congregational
Church the houses are more scattered and some
boundary walls have been removed. The area is
dominated by twentieth century housing
development with front gardens, wide pavements
and generous roads & visibility splays (see
Boundary Review). The Congregational Church
stood in splendid isolation for many generations.
Its large-scale, gable frontage is still a landmark in
many views across the conservation area. It is
imposing but simple in form and detail. The plain,
rear elevation of the church and its adjoining
Sunday School create a tall enclosure along the lane
at the rear, from where views are channelled
towards a few 20th century houses that line the lane.

Water Lane
Water Lane developed as a series of encroachments
onto an old route to the moor but it never fully
developed, as the fields to the south were retained.
Where Water Lane meets The Green, the road has
a narrow “neck” and the views of the hill are
curtailed. A few small outbuildings are squeezed
into the gap between No. 4 The Green and the
lane. Even though they are in a poor condition, the
small scale & simple details of these single-storey,
rendered & rubble limestone outbuildings
contribute to the rustic, unspoilt charm of the street
& frame the views. A row of attached buildings
opposite, Nos. 6-9 The Green, lead the eye up the
hill.

An off-shoot of Chapel Lane is The Fields, a
series of old lanes lined with tall rubble limestone
walls. The most atmospheric part of The Fields is
the section surfaced in limestone hardcore with a
central grass strip, which leads to Heastes Piece, the
series of unusual narrow “strip” fields. This lane
leads downhill past The Wesleyan Chapel and
past The Old Vicarage, the churchyard and the
lower side of the village allotments. The back of
the Wesleyan Chapel reveals its “poor” side, with
rendered rubblestone. The Old Vicarage is
probably the largest house in the village, although
not the tallest. It is a handsome and substantial
building, a local landmark, distinctive for its
repeated tall gables, gable dormers and chimneys
that punctuate the roof. The route of the lane
follows a shallow curve and views unfold slowly,
encouraging exploration. The old green lane once
linked Middleton with the upper part of Cromford;
it is now diverted around Dene Quarry. Alongside
this lane can be found the occasional detached field
barn and remains of spoil heaps from unrecorded
lead mines.

The narrow “neck” of Water Lane, where it meets The
Green; buildings funnel the view

Water Lane has a steep incline and buildings face
largely south-east. Many of the buildings are small
and some started out as single-bay cottages but
have been enlarged or have buildings grafted onto
their sides. There are no purpose-built terraces but
attached groups, which step up the hill with a series
of short, disjointed sections of tiled roof. This small
scale and fragmented building form adds
considerably to the picturesque charm of Water
Lane.
In this part of the settlement, the houses were not
of the highest quality and many were originally
rendered with “wet dash” or a smooth render.
There are a number of paired or semi-detached
cottages, although some of these have been merged

View of The Old Vicarage, a local landmark, from Hillside
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roofs sit above the wall overlooking the lane. The
large expanses of rubble limestone, with their
horizontal proportions, lead the eye upwards and
are a dominant feature. No. 12 Water Lane is set
back from the road and it now seems a little odd,
but it once edged the road, just like the buildings at
the bottom of the lane. In 1835 the land between
the two was taken into the garden of the house &
the public open space at the top of the hill was
removed. Today a patch of grass verge is the only

into single dwellings. In this part of the village most
of the buildings on the north side of the street are
set back from the road, with front yards & gardens,
which soften the setting of the houses and the
views from the street. Rubble limestone boundary
walls form the principal enclosure. The views
northwards from Water Lane are generally
restricted to the immediate street, contained by the
houses ascending the hill.
The buildings on the south side of the lane, by
contrast, are built tight against the road. As the lane
rises up the hill, the south side opens out and is
lined by a series of unusual, tiny pockets of land,
some with mono-pitch outhouses. These are a
series of miniature allotments, which served the
buildings opposite. They are striking because of the
number of walls contained within a small area;
limestone walls retain the gardens above, retain the
adjacent field and front the road.
There are long views from the lane to the east, over
Duke Street, to the hills on the far horizons around
Matlock.

The Moor above Water Lane
remnant of the public space that was formed
around a series of public wells. Water Lane was
occasionally referred to as Well Lane.
At the bottom of Water Lane, The Hall is a narrow,
curving lane that leads off Water Lane & reconnects with New Road. Its origins are relatively
obscure but there is a local tale that an old hall was
once located in this area. If this is the case, the
most likely candidate for this hall is Nos. 2-4 New
Road, which was once a “double-pile” building
with two pitched roofs. It now has one massive
pitched roof. It has been extensively remodelled
and subdivided to create smaller properties. Land
at its rear, possibly associated with a hall, could
have been then divided and split up and sold off.
Local knowledge makes mention that in the deeds
for Hall House, 3 The Hall in October 1900 it
states that ‘In the occupation of Thos. Brooks part of which
premises were some time since built by John Brooks deceased,
on the ancient site of a barn and part thereof occupy the site
of the premises formerly called the Hall Barn’ . A masons
mark on the gatepost of Hall House was made by
the grandfather of Laurie Pitts, who circa 1900
operated a masons business from there. There is
now a dense pattern of 19th century “backland”
development. A similar pattern of “backland
development” exists on the north side of Duke
Street.

Allotments along Water Lane
Water Lane opens out at the top, where it meets
The Moor. The lane splits into two narrow lanes,
which lead to different parts of Middleton Moor. A
massive limestone retaining wall edges the west side
of the road, softened by a few shrubs. A row of
cottages with long, straight eaves and simple tiled

Duke Street
Duke Street is an old road that followed the ridge
across the fields and connected the village with
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detracts from the close-knit character of the street,
as does the choice of materials for the buildings.

many of the lead mines. It was an historic link with
Cromford & Bonsall. The street funnels out
gradually from its junction with The Green; a
narrow “neck” is created by No. 1 Duke Street and
the small 17th or 18th century outbuilding opposite,

The street is dominated by rendered buildings that
line the street. The former Duke of Wellington
pub with its double-pile plan and raised coped
gables is the largest building in this part of the
village. Re-ordering of the interior means that it has
very little street presence – at ground level, largely
blank walls line the street.
Summary
A high shallow valley, under the lee of
Middleton Moor, with a gently undulating
topography

•

Buildings lining the south side of Duke Street (above) &
18th century “backland” development (below)

which is a small but prominent focal point in views
looking in either direction along the street.
Duke Street is distinctive for the fact that the
buildings on its southern edge line the back of the
road, strung out in a long form, which is typical of
roadside encroachment (ie. shallow plots, taking up
a long length of frontage). The continuous eaves
lines of terraced buildings & long ranges create a
long frontage. Views out to the south are
interrupted by former barns & outbuildings, some
converted into garages, which contribute a different
scale of building to the street. On the north side of
the street, the deeper plots have created an
opportunity for “backland” development; a short
row of terraced cottages (Nos. 7-9 Duke Street), of
18th century origin and a 20th century group of
houses (Chapel Croft). The visibility splay created
by the wide pavement in front of Chapel Croft
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•

Dominated by a long street (Main Street)
with a medieval plan form

•

Tight, built-up frontage but without the
superimposed formality of all houses
conforming to a pattern, where they face the
street

•

Many houses face south or south-east

•

In places, rubble limestone walls line the
edge of the road or back of the pavement,
often over 1 metre high; many have a
retaining function

•

Unusual building alignments

•

Gables alternate with straight eaves

•

Long rows of attached cottages, without the
regularity of terraced rows

•

A handful of local landmark buildings but
none that are visible from far outside the
settlement.

•

Semi-detached pairs of early 19th century
cottages prevail

•

Large number of detached two-storey
houses, often built of high quality materials

•

Very few gardens and therefore very few
trees & shrubs between the houses

•

A large but under-used public space that
dominates the settlement – The Green

•

Dominated by rubble limestone boundary
walls, Staffordshire blue clay tiled roofs & a
mixture of limestone and rendered cottages.

Area 2 – the hamlet of Rise End
Rise End is a hamlet situated in a strategic location
at a major crossroads of two old turnpike roads,
now a major junction of two B-roads. The old road
out of Rise End, which went to Ashbourne, was
taken out of use and displaced by a new road
alignment and junction in the late 20th century, just
to its north. This new road junction dominates Rise
End and because it is so busy with heavy traffic,
now separates the hamlet into two distinct areas. In
recent years, a traffic management scheme, which
closed off direct vehicular access between Main
Street and The Rising Sun, has improved the front
aspect & safety of pedestrians in front of the pub
but may have reinforced the sense of separation
between the two sides of the road. The old road,
which originally ran beneath the Cromford & High
Peak Railway, is now a cul-de-sac, which terminates
at the grade II listed railway bridge. From this
road, which climbs the hill, looking north, the
buildings frame a long distance view of Riber
Castle. The road has an eclectic mix of buildings,
ages and materials; tall Georgian houses and small
vernacular cottages. One of the most unusual is the
four-storey 23 Rise End, which appears to have
been built as a pair of cottages in the late 18th
century, perhaps as an “estate” building, by one of
the wealthy local landowners. Its original stone
mullions and historic character have been partially
disguised by modern render & concrete roof tiles.

The same view today as in Plate 18 below - there has been
extensive demolition along the east side of the street
A number of buildings in Rise End have been
altered and traditional materials replaced with
concrete tiles and modern renders, partially
disguising their true, historic identity.
The hamlet is dominated by tall, three-storey
houses that were built in the late 18th century and
early 19th century (e.g. Nos. 10-11 & 15-16 Rise
End). These and several attached cottages, rise
above the road, cut into the hillside, and occupy
shallow plots, which follow the contours in a series
of terraces. The tiers and horizontal form of the
massing are one of the most memorable features of
the hamlet. Narrow passages and lanes separate the
rows of houses and from these high-level spaces
there are panoramic views to Bolehill, Black Rock

Plate 18 - View towards Middleton from Rise End circa 1880
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used as the pub car park and it has community
recycling facilities. It has largely lost its open,
“green space” character.
The majority of the hamlet was located on the west
side of the Wirksworth to Middleton road (B5023),
although the east side of the road developed in the
20th century. Rise End Farm is the most
prominent house on this side of the road, built
alongside the road. Later 20th century houses and
bungalows are largely set back from the road and
hidden by mature gardens and the sloping land,
which falls away to the east.

Above - view over rooftops to Cromford Moor
Below - the main public view of Rise End, at the crossroads

Then & now - Rise End at the turn of the 20th century
(Plate 19 - above) & the same view today (below)
& Cromford Moor. Because these houses are built
along the contours, rather than following the
principal road alignments, the gable-ends of the
cottages meet the road to create unusual angles.
Gaps are filled with rubble limestone boundary
walls and small outbuildings. The long rows of
houses are mainly stone-built properties, most now
rendered. They contrast with several red brick
houses, built from the mid 19th century to the early
20th century, which were probably built to house
quarry workers (Nos. 8 & 9 Jessamine Cottages,
No. 17 & No. 25 Rise End).
The Rising Sun is a distinctive landmark building,
occupying a long frontage. Its walls are rubble
limestone, painted cream rather than rendered,
which is a much softer finish, although not a
common vernacular detail. Old photographs show
that until recently, it was particularly prominent on
approaching the junction from Porter Lane.
However, trees planted alongside the B5023 on the
“island” and groundwork undertaken to create a
level platform for the car park & recycling facility,
have obscured this important view. Trees and
vegetation may eventually completely mask the
building in this approach. The “island” is an odd
triangular space, as it never had an obvious public
space function. It was just large enough to be
useful as part of a smallholding and until recently, it
was subdivided into several small spaces. It is now

To the north of the Rising Sun, there are groups of
cottages edging the west side of the road and
leading up the hillside in short terraces, with
another lane diverging off the main road, which
then forks & leads for a short distance further up
the hillside. This has strong similarities with the
Hillside in Middleton. The earliest buildings date
from the 18th century. This area clearly developed
piecemeal and in a few cases buildings have become
attached to create terraced rows. The eclectic mix
of buildings & materials contributes to the
picturesque character of this part of the
conservation area. The dense form of development
binds the group together. Vernacular cottages and
short terraced rows, lining the east side of the road
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